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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

SCROLL'S PATENT GOPHER AND SQUIRREL EXTERMINATOR.
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The above cut, with the following desci-iption, will be self-explauatory.

A is a plain cylinder, made of galvanized iron, converging at the bottom
to the point C, as shown. The top has an orifice for the purpose of

draught, as has also the stem through which the air is blown by the
bellows B (an ordinary hand bellows). The handle is for convenience
in carrying. The top of the cylinder is removable. It is charged with
ordinary chips, or other combustible matter, and enough green leaves or
grasses to make combustion slow. Fire enough can be carried for a half

days work. The ell D is for use where the gopher holes turn. The
whole weight will not exceed thirteen pounds. A small tripod, or tongs,
is furnished with above to support the cylinder when in use.

The practical workings of this Exterminator has been tested in hun-
dreds of localities, and it is absolutely worth its weight in gold to the
farmers of California. For terms, or further information, address

M. SCHOLL, Inventor, 900 Vallejo St., San Francisco.

Scholl's Patent Ornamental Crown Chimney Caps.
SURE CURE FOR SMOKY CHIMNEYS.

I claim that with ray CHIMNEY CAP it

is not necessary to go to the expense of running
a pipe to the top of your next door neighbor's

house, whose roof happens to be higher than
yours, to get a draught; as my Cap will remedy
all defects; that it will create and increase a

draught in any chimney that is free from obstructions within, sufficient

to carry off all smoke, and keep itself clean, no matter in which position,
angle or place it is set. Furthermore, that it will surpass anything here-
tofore invented for that purpose. I can also recommend it as a perfect
Ventilator. For further information and particulars, inquire of

M. SCHOLL, Inventor, 900 Vallejo St., San Francisco.


